HOW TO CHALK BOX KIT
TM

SPIRIT OF HALLOWEEN

Included in your Chalk Box™ kit:
Chalk Couture™ Transfer: Spirit of Halloween
Chalkology™ Paste Singles: Black Velvet, Storm, Orange Peel
Surface: Couture Boutique™ Board Odette Black Frame (White, 9" × 12")
Additional supplies needed:
Fuzzing Cloth		
Multi-Tool		
Small Squeegee		

Mini Squeegee
Transfer Trimmers
Permanent Marker

Follow these instructions to complete the Chalk Box™ project:
1. Prepare your board by wiping it clean of any debris or dust.
2. Prepare your Chalk Transfer™ design by removing it from the
packaging. Label the backer paper with marker to correspond
with the image to expedite cleanup.
3. Remove the backer from the Transfer screen and “fuzz” the
Transfer to gentle the adhesive by sticking the adhesive side to
the Fuzzing Cloth to pick up a bit of lint before applying it to
your board.
4. Center the Transfer on the board and smooth it down to adhere,
ensuring there are no bubbles.
5. Prepare your Chalkology™ Paste by kneading the Paste Single
packets, tearing off corners, and squeezing desired amounts onto
a dish or other palette surface.
6. Use a small amount of Orange Peel Chalkology™ Paste on the Small
Squeegee and smooth it over the word “spooky.” Use the
Mini Squeegee to smooth Black Velvet Chalkology™ Paste over the
words “black cats” and the bat.

10. Smooth Black Velvet paste over the words “haunted houses” and
smooth Storm paste over the words “Oct 31st.” Mix the colors any
way you choose or even do it quickly in all one color—customize it
for yourself!
11. Once all screened areas are completely covered, squeegee the
excess paste off as evenly as possible. The more excess paste you
remove, the better the result.

7. Pull up the Transfer ONLY where you have spread the paste thus
far. This keeps the paste from drying on the surface before you
finish the entire design—we call this technique "chalk and pull."

12. Carefully peel the Transfer off the board before the paste dries
and clean the Transfer with water immediately to clean
thoroughly. Once clean, lay it flat to dry sticky side up.

8. U
 se a generous amount of Storm Chalkology™ Paste on the
Multi-Tool and smooth it over the word “Halloween.” Again, pull
the Transfer back just past the word “Halloween.”

13. Once the Transfer is clean and completely dry, reapply the backer
and store flat.

9. S
 mooth Black Velvet paste over the little bat, then smooth Orange
Peel over the words “Trick or Treat.” Chalk carefully around the
elements and keep peeling as you go.
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